Style Sheet: Getting Settled

1. Each co-op cluster will have 8 canopies (canopies with weights and 4 sides have been selected).
2. Use the sides to create partitions for children's sleeping areas. Pin solid brown fabric to block light (for napping and early bedtime during daylight savings).
3. Each group needs to organize storage bins and a location for cleaning cloths, etc.
4. Dowse questions about arranging the canopy interiors.
5. I’ve learned that one of purposes of living outdoors is to de-compartmentalize and prove how little is required for life on Earth.
6. When the group moves indoors, there will be aspects of daily life that will be harder (less collaborative).

- Organize hangers arranged for storing blankets and pillows during the day along the tall 63 inch Black Beauty racks (pillows, clean towels and small blankets go into the large tote).
- Note: God wants you to wash your clothes and towels every day (same time by labeling towels and do a group wash). Air dry anything that may shrink. Wash blankets once-a-week.
- Extra laminated tags that contain each person's name in an upper left corner are needed. These tags need to be re-created with each person's photo.
- Artists in the group—are needed to create the real set of ID tags (including infants) as well as canopy signage (dowse whether you are assigned to this project).
- Rubber bands will be used as attachments at the start of the project. Paracord should be tested for durability.

Each person (including infants) needs two shelves for storing personal items in a smaller grocery-size tote with a tag (organized alphabetically by last name).

Each person will blank iron-on labels and a laundry marker. Experiment whether they can be ironed, or sewn (e.g. on a towel). Those with a sewing skill should help and fly through any necessary sewing. Dish towels clean-up wash cloths will have a generic canopy (#) label.

- Heavy-duty Sterilite shelves are for storing water and bins for small items and food that does not need to be refrigerated.
- Canopies need ID for location purposed (e.g. "Canopy 1" etc.) Small Vistaprint banners can be used for this purpose (pinned-with baby diaper pins)
- HDPE plastic does not leach
- Child and adult-sized tailgate chair and side table
- 5-foot table
- The Style Tower
- Rugged plastic carts are for storing rolled-up tailgate chairs and other foldable furniture that needs to be put away when not in use (dowse which items need to stay out). Store large items such as folding card tables and chairs between two carts (use brakes on wheels).
- When you use a tailgate chair or a wagon, hang the cover on a hanger at the end of a Black Beauty rack—so they won’t get lost.
- A 5-foot folding table is for the Oster oven (or Mr. Coffee).
- Store oven accessories such as oven mits, extension cord, parchment paper, spatulas, the Corelle service, 2-quart batter bowls, flatware, saucepan, electric hot plate, childrens' mugs, rubber dishpans in the large duffle bag (stored off the ground on a foot locker)
- Tote bag for Mr. Coffee and supplies—for making anti-parasite tea. Foam can be discarded but the coffee maker should be stored in the box.
- Dowse who needs to drink Neem iced tea right away as Mason jars take up a lot of space.